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Abstract— In physics, ion trajectories has totally relied on
statistical analysis from experimental and computer simulation
results[23][15][33][20][10]. To help the physicists to identify and
trigger the timeline and collaborative events in ion trajectory, we
need the codes to distinguish the events according to timeline-
based events. In coding theory concept, we need such a code that
can represent each of the events in timeline series. Moreover, the
code itself must help in identifying and trigger the events if
there is a collaborative event among chaotic movements of ion
trajectories. In particular, we propose a Colour Number Coding
Scheme for depicting the time series of ion trajectories. We
discuss the method of depicting the time series in relation to
the encoding series of timeline events in ion trajectories. We also
point out some of the advantages of this method in terms of
accuracy according to human observer.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Since the late 1990’s, researchers in coding theory have
been searching for developing, improving, applying or gen-
erating a codes. Several applications have been developed,
including error controlling system [3], fault tolerant or fault
diagnosis/monitoring [26], analysis model [21], developing
framework [24] and communication system [5]. Some of
the effort combined with another field of research such as
complexity theory [31], system theory [27] and test pattern
generators [32]. Some researchers borrowed a technique from
coding theory concept to solve some research problem such as
in testing problems [2], cryptography [30], optical flow [14],
adaptive radar [12], algorithm [38] and neural network [37].
However, through the codes itself, many researcher were try
to enhance the performance of the codes. For example, Kieffer
was study the rate and performance of a sequence codes
along a sample sequence of symbols generated by a stationary
ergodic information source [16] but differently with Ishikawa,
he used to improving the communication performance in
hypercube multiprocessor with bus connection through coding
theory concept [13]. Some researchers improve the codes in
different way such as Vardy used to enhance the codes by
minimum distance of the code [35]. Moreover, Garcia and
Stichtenoth were shows an algebraic functions field as a useful
tool for improving the codes by determine the number of
rational places [6]. For Rains, they improved the codes by
determine the bound through finding the minimum distance
of the codes using the length [25].
In ions trajectory, to help the physicists to identify and
trigger the timeline and collaboration events, we need the
codes that can be identify the events according to timeline-
based events. From the above review, we need such a codes
that can represent each of the events in timeline series.
Moreover, the code itself must help in identifying and trigger
the events if there is a collaboration among the ion trajectories.
Many researchers have recently noted that there is a works
for solving the problem in some research area with the
help of coding theory concept such as in data security [30],
optical flow [14], communication channel [12] and neural
network [37]. One problem often overlooked when rendering
time-varying data sets based on coding theory concept is to
associate a particular event with a precise moment on the
timeline. This is useful not only for determine the time of an
event but also for identification corresponding parties involved
in collaboration. Very few attention has been given in literature
on timeline encoding especially in codes.
Location codes is a labelling technique that represented
tetrahedral elements within a mesh. Lee et al. [17] used this
technique for labelling triangular faces. There are also a few
authors used this idea for their works such as Evans et al. [4]
who use an array where the label of a node determines the
node location in the array. Thus, Zhou et al. [39] used this
strategy to addressing the children and parents in managing
the multiresolution tetrahedral volume data. A similar data
structure is used by Gerstner and Rumpf [8] for extracting
isosurfaces at different levels of details. Location code also has
been used in spatio-temporal database research for labeling
purpose as well [34]. Since then, there is another labeling
scheme has been introduce like LPT code [1]. It was extension
from the location code itself. The origin idea for labeling
codes has comes from Gargantini [7]. She was introduced
the effective way for represented the quadtrees with her
codes called gargantini codes. After that, quadcode has been
published by Li and Loew [18] for representing geometric
concepts in the coded images, such as location, distance and
adjacency.
Designing efficient image representations and manipulations
with bincodes has been proposed by Ouksel and Yaagoub
[22]. This codes will represent a black rectangular sub-image
in the image. The code is formed by interleaving the binary
representations of the x- and y-coordinates of the subimage
and its level in the corresponding bintree. Some enhancement
had been made on the bincodes itself by Lin et al. [19]. There
is few more codes had been introduce in image representation
such as sarkar’s code [28] [29], logicodes [36], restricted
logicodes [36] and symbolic codes [11]. All those codes
closely related to the image representation. Since there is no
such a codes for time-varying datasets in ion trajectories. Here,
we introduced our own codes that can be useful to visualise
a series of timelines in ion trajectories.
The paper is organized as follows. Firsts, we discuss existing
and relevant codes which is available in time-varying visualisa-
tion. In Section 3, we divided the explanation into two concrete
situations. We highlight the issue of timeline events which is
before collaboration takes place and after collaboration which
is called collaborative events. In the first section, we enumerate
various parameters which are important in perceiving the
accuracy of timeline events. We discuss the pros and cons of
using those parameters in our visual representation with the
same input datasets. We elaborate the issues of collaborative
events in the following subsection. Finally, in section 4 we
concluded our study.
II. VISUALISING ION TRAJECTORIES
In this section, we will first examine the more challenging
task for visualising temporal information in order to identify
the series of events and collaborative events. We will discuss
the use of colour scale and code in our visual representa-
tions and present the methods for constructing and rendering
composite visualisation that convey a rich a collection of
indistinguishable visual features for assisting in a visual data
mining process.
A. Temporal Encoding
When using visualisation to summarise a series of events
along a timeline, perhaps the most difficult task is to associate
a particular event with a precise moment on the timeline.
This is useful not only determine the time of an event
but also for the identification corresponding parties involved
in collaborative, but collaborative events is not included at
moment.
We divided our temporal encoding scheme into two major
part. The purpose of global colour scale is to allow the viewer
to determine a time frame at global scale and the purpose of
local colour scale is to enhance the accuracy our scheme in
order to differentiating a different vector segments.
In the next section, we would like to shows our implemen-
tation of local colour scale in depicting a series of timeline in
ion trajectory.
1) Local Colour Scale: In order to correlate each vector
segment with the timeline more accurately and hence to
improve the differentiation of different vector segments, we
introduce a Colour Number Coding Scheme in our visualisa-
tion.
Given a small set of key colours, c1, c2, ..., ck (k > 1) and
distinctive interval-colour (e.g., while, black or grey depending
on the background colour), we code a group of consecutive
m vectors as a k-nary number, terminated by a vector in the
interval-colour. Given n as the total number of vectors and we
always assign the interval-colour to the first vector, we need
to find the smallest integer m that satisfies Equation 1;
((m+ 1)km) ≥ n (1)
Figure 1 shows a quaternary colour coding scheme for ion
tracks with 1000 vectors.
Fig. 1. Quaternary Colour Coding Scheme on trajectory of sodium #169
2) Results: In this section, as an example, we present a
visual study of ion trajectory. In our case, quaternary colour
coding scheme is considerable suit to represent the time series
in ion trajectories. Here, we shows the results in relation to
determine the best value for the parameter m and k based on
equation 1.
For instance, when n = 1000, using two key colours, say
red and green, we need in m = 7 colour digits. We have
m = 5 for k = 3, m = 4 for k = 4, and m = 2 when k
reaches 19. The selection of m and k needs to address the
balance between a smaller number of colours or a smaller
number of colour digits in each group of vectors. The former
ensures more distinguishable colours in visualisation, and the
latter reduces the deductive effort for determine the temporal
position of each vector.
3) Remarks: In this section, we consider the selection of
m and k will dealing with our local colour scale. According
to Equation 1, we will shows all possibility of parameter
m and k have been applied on ion #169 trajectory. Our
targeting goal from this method is to improve the correlation
of each vector segment with the timeline more accurately and
hence totally enhanced the differentiation of different vector
segments. We introduced a Colour Number Coding Scheme in
our visualisation.
Again based on Equation 1, when k = 2, the minimum
value for parameter m is 7 for n = 1000. We can increase
the value of parameter m until m reaches 1000 which is the
(a) k = 2, m = 7 (b) k = 2, m = 8
(c) k = 2, m = 9 (d) k = 2, m = 10
(c) k = 2, m = 11 (d) k = 2, m = 1000
Fig. 2. Experimental images for satisfying m parameter
maximum number of vector segment. This comparison task
will illustrated in Figure 2. This figure show to us that when we
increase the value of m until m = 1000, its loss the accuracy
of local scale timeline because its does not give any meaning
to the viewers.
Our next experiment is to satisfied the value of parameter
k. A k will represent the total of colours that will be used.
Same with the previous experiment, we can increase the
colour, k up to 1000 colours, k = 1000. Compare the results
that we obtained from Figure 3, those images rendered with
small value of k are visually distinguishable than the images
rendered with the high value of k.
It is clear that as the k or m are increase then the accuracy
of local colour scale will loss as well. Thus, we need a balance
selection between k and m that will satisfied our local colour
scale. As a result, we choose m = 4 and k = 4 for n = 1000
that we called quaternary colour coding scheme as shown in
(a) k = 2, m = 7 (b) k = 3, m = 5
(c) k = 4, m = 4 (d) k = 5, m = 4
(c) k = 6, m = 4 (d) k = 256, m = 2
Fig. 3. Experimental images for satisfying k parameter
Figure 1.
B. Collaborative events
The main objectives of this task is to discover if collab-
oration is exhibited between ions in the simulation results.
As described previously, there is not well-defined description
about collaborative events, although experiments suggested
the existence of collaborative phenomena [9]. Therefore we
have introduced a variable, ψ, representing the probability
of collaborative. Given a set of m hypothesized criteria of
collaborative, we have :
ψ = ω1ψ1 + ω2ψ2 + ...+ ωmψm (2)
where ωi is the weight of criterion i, and ψ1+ψ2+...+ψm = 1.
In this work, we have considered two such criteria, namely (1)
the ability for two or more ions to maintain similar orientation
and (2) the ability for two or more ions to maintain similar
velocity.
Given two corresponding vector segments, va,i and vb,i,
belonging to two different ion trajectories, we have:
ψ1 =
(
1
2
(
va,i • vb,i
|va,i||vb,i|
))D1
(3)
where D1 ≥ 0 is de-highlighting factor. The larger the D1
is, the less probable a vector is considered being involved in
collaborative. With ψ1, va,i and vb,i are considered to be in
collaborative, if they follow a similar direction.
As the velocity of an ion at particular time is reflected in
the length of the corresponding vector segment, we define ψ2
as:
ψ2 =
(
1−
abs(|va,i| − |vb,i|)
|va,i|+ |vb,i|
)D2
(4)
where D2 is similar to D1 for ψ1. With ψ2, va,i and vb,i
are considered to be in collaboration, if they are of a similar
length. Once we have computed all those ψ ∈ [0, 1], we can
highlight or de-highlight the corresponding vector segments as
shown in Figure 4.
1) Results: In this section, we shows the visual study of a
cluster of six ions, including three sodium and three oxygen
ions. Before visualisation, we make no assumption which ion
may collaborate with each others in its motion. For each ions,
we compute its probability of collaborative with each of the
other ions in the cluster. We evaluate based on ψ1 and ψ2 as
stated above.
Below we present a small set of visualisation generated in
the visual study. This image was computed using Na #211 as
the reference ion, which displayed with a full set of its vector
glyph. All other sodium ions are shown with a translucent tube
in a warm colour, namely yellow or pink, while each oxygen
trajectory is enclosed in a translucent tube in a cool colour.
The glyphs are coloured using the quaternary colour number
coding as in Figure 1.
2) Remarks: From this visualisations, did we gain more
understanding of the collaborative phenomena than what has
already been understood in physics? In general, we are in-
trigued by the following findings:
1) We have also confirmed that the collaboration in orien-
tation is largely coincidental (Figure 4(a)).
2) While collaboration in velocity may also coincidental or
at least influenced by the equispaced motion of different
ions (Figure 4(b)).
III. CONCLUSION
We have developed an effective visual representation, which
have combined benefits from several schemes, including the
use of glyphs for conveying orientation and velocity and opac-
ity for highlighting and de-highlighting appropriate events.
Our main contribution have included the introduction of colour
number coding scheme, which conveys temporal information
in high degree of certainty and the effective deployment of
visualisation in mining complex spatio-temporal data sets.
(a) When ψ1.
(b) When ψ2.
Fig. 4. The possible collaborative between Na #211 with other five ions,
when probability was computed based on ψ1 and ψ2
From the above works, we can say that applying coding theory
in ion trajectories can indicate some important activities in
relation to the timeline event such as trigger collaborative
events. This would help us to explore the insight of the
chaotic movement of ion trajectories. In future, we would
help to examine the spatio-temporal collaborative among ions
and to identify possible collaborative behaviours and their
spatial and temporal association among the complex and
seemingly chaotic atom movements, we have made a few new
discoveries, which will hopefully enhance our understanding
of ion trajectories.
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